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THE PORTAL INTO THE HELL 
 
GOD I AM SENDS A CARRIER: 
 
Servant, this will be a very major trip in Our service that will bring a large harvest into 
the Kingdom of Jehovah. I will give you the strength needed to endure the way that you 
will truly go. It’s not an easy planning way.  
 
You must fully come under submission and follow what the Great Holy Spirit says. In all 
Our training with giving humans the way to learn, please see that your way has been in 
deep training ways that will be hard for most to understand. Power has a way to give you 
the way to be faithful. This blue stream of My power—it’s now having a leading way 
within. 
 
There is a purpose greater than what has been placed in your natural life. A current 
natural work only is as a cover. But We will truly uncover how I am calling Our servant 
to do this way of work called Seersgate. There is a great purpose that will never come 
with striving. And this is the reason you had to wait so long. Purpose has to begin within 
natural ways before giving My Spirit in the fullest release.  
 
There is no further holding placed upon you. We give your will the fullest placement of 
your office. There has been a true release into all that has been purposed. We have a 
special healing plan that will take over. The work is too great, where you can see it in its 
full way. But I am clearly showing your spirit where I plan to give My full way out into 
the whole world. 
 
It takes you still a little time to drink deep within. It took you up to this place in hearing 
to shift into a deep spirit-to-spirit dealing. In the near future, We will strip you of more 
fleshly ways, where you will sync in complete ways upon first hearing the call to come 
and be with Me.  
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It’s been decades of training; and hearing, in spiritual moving, is accurate. You are well-
trained in hearing, and now you will learn how to see in the fullest level in the seer way. 
Hell is getting bigger, with more souls entering it all day and night. It’s a steady flow of 
souls who will never return to living ways unless intervention takes way. 
 
You will not be the same after you drink the whole report. You will never ever be 
weakened into doubting that this place exists. It’s all very real. It’s all deep within the 
natural Earth. There is a will of Jehovah that no one will perish, but people have free will 
to serve King Jesus or drink eternal death. Is God evil? If God has great love, why would 
He create a plan such as this?  
 
Wasn’t the Hell a home of Satan and the angels that fell? Wasn’t Hell a place of an 
underworld for the created one called Satan, first? Satan is in his home element, so to 
speak, in the Hell. And that is why he is not under any torment in that place. But when 
he is thrown into the lake of fire—that will be torment forever, without end.  
 
Now, why is their way of current home dwelling used with giving those who die in their 
sins, a way to be tormented? It was once, within, a place to give both the righteous and 
the unrighteous a way to wait till the Great King Jesus gave His precious blood to cover 
sins eternally.  
 
See it, that no human could have their sins permanently removed with the blood of 
animals. There had to be a Perfect Sacrifice that would permanently remove sin. And 
every time a person sins, they can turn from that way with seeking King Jesus and asking 
for forgiveness. But there must be a true turning from sin. There cannot be a fake way.  
 
The blood of King Jesus was not shed yet when Paradise was also in the dark regions in 
Hell. There were two sections in the Hell: one kept the righteous while the other kept the 
unrighteous. But when the Great Way King Jesus came into the Hell, He brought those 
who were righteous from that plan and took them into Heaven, where they will never 
have to leave. 
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It’s true—all of it. And you will give major signs that you are truly hearing from God 
Himself. You will tell this portion of what you have experienced, now that we are moving 
in spirit and in truth. 
 
WORLD PROPHET SEERSGATE SAYS: 
 
Thank You, Great King, for that major introduction. I have already been in the way of 
feeling the Hell even before leaving in spirit travel. What will be spoken is accurate. I can 
say it all with a lie detector dealing and will not fail. I have my office in one of my house 
bedrooms. I have a plan that will cover giving God’s way of dealing with the unseen way.  
 
There, while in my office space, I was able to smell a terrible smell that I thought was 
coming through my home vents. I tried covering up the strong scent by spraying the air 
freshener, and I thought that that would be my solving dealing. 
 
I saw a vision in my office. The ground, in the spirit realm, opened right before me. I saw 
a crevice, large in size, bring in the sounds of Hell that I was not prepared to deal with. 
The ground in the spirit realm opened up. And I could not stop that from happening 
because it is an actual portal into Hell. 
 
Let me explain what “portal” actually refers to in this situation. It’s a door. And this door 
takes a person from the natural Earth into the spiritual world where Hell actually is. This 
portal brings out what is in the Hell—referring to Satan and his demons—and they will 
crossover into the world of the living, for engagement. 
 
I will have a clearer way of this full plan of portals after my trip is completed. God closed 
and opened up the portal. The night that it first opened, I could tell it was actually there. 
God took my spirit into ways of seeing and smelling. He awakened what was needed to 
properly enter the portal.  
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Imagine having a way to see the cave-style rocks, with orange flickers of fire reflecting 
from the canyon high walls. Imagine the height of needed spiritual seeing to have an 
open vision while no one else has sight to properly discern this.  
 
But it was not with human seeing. I had to fully come under God’s plan. It is His gift that 
I am privileged to have flowing. The portal is a spiritual doorway into a new realm that 
happens to be an unseen realm. I feel the heat coming through the ground. I feel the 
level of heat as a very hot heater that is large in size. My body is facing it in such a way 
that my legs are closer to the heat coming up through the opening. The heat—it burns 
you.  
 
I am not in the Hell, yet the heat from the flames is so hot that my flesh was also able 
to feel the heat. I started scratching due to how my skin was starting to feel like a raw 
surface that was bruised from being scraped across the concrete.  
 
The level of heat is a level of hot that is hotter than an oven heated to over 400 degrees. 
The sun will feel warm, but Hell has the feeling of a grease fire burn all over your body. 
You have to feel the level of heat to fully grasp it. Look at how far I dwell from the body 
of the Hell. Hell—the actual body—is inside the natural Earth, in the heart of it. The heart 
of the earth refers to its seen center, referring to natural gauging.  
 
The body of Hell cannot move up to the surface on Earth, for no one would have a way 
to be released and return to the living with their own willing; for God has pushed Hell 
deep into the earth for enlargement that will hold millions of souls.  
 
The Hell is in the center of the natural earth, but when the portal was opened, I could 
hear the people crying out to have someone help them. Even from the Earth’s surface, 
with the portal open, it was as if there was a closer depth than actually was.  
 
I could hear the screams. It’s a hard thing to deal with. They were once alive, but now 
they are in the heart of the Earth, in a place called the Hell, in a deep fiery torment of 
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various levels and stages. When I would walk over the portal while it was open, I 
wondered if that would be the moment that I left my body to go out and gain this full 
report. 
 
KING JESUS IS SPEAKING: 
 
Let Me speak. Servant, let Me take you into the new plan with dealing with these demons 
with visions and with major dreams. We will take you into this full detail in a sudden way, 
yet you will be fully ready. Satan knows that you will come into his private chambers to 
gain a major report. You will wage war against major demons. It’s giving your spirit the 
full way of training so that you will train the whole world in dealing with demons.  
 
There was a servant of Satan that came out of the portal. This spirit had on what 
appeared to be a flowing robe. Pay close attention. This spirit is able to come and appear 
as the Great King in private details. Do not ever pay him attention in that way. Demons 
will come and go freely as in the cave details of your training.  
 
Be firm in staying with Me. Why do I say it this way? Remember, with the demon bites, 
We told you that you will beg that I will stop the torment? You begged Me, but I could 
not interfere with the Word that I had already released into the earth.  
 
Hear Me. You will deal with every level in Satan’s kingdom in their fullest place. They will 
come into your dwelling and will materialize right before your very eyes. You must show 
no natural emotion. You must fully yield and let your spirit take over in leading all that 
you will deal with in its fullest placement. We are not going to let any demon enter without 
first making sure that you are ready to deal with that demon. With materialization, they 
will move as a fleshly way. They will feel as if they are human in nature.  
 
You can do this training. You have the Spirit of the Great Way King Jesus in you. These 
demons—they can see who you really look as in the spirit realm. How will they be able 
to come against you? Wasn’t the Great Way King Jesus dealing with the devil in the 
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wilderness for forty days and forty nights? Was Satan kind and gentle? No, Satan gave 
his deepest moving against King Jesus, yet he did not bring Him into his fleshly snare. 
You will endure. And We will give you the creative miracles surging way when you are 
done with this way.  
 
The Hell will be clearly seen. You will meet him in the Hell. You will see him in deep 
torment. Your Great King is speaking even now, and you will be with Me in this dealing. 
We will go into this pit, where you will see him in torment. He will see you with clear 
seeing. And he will remember what you say to him. He will know your purpose for being 
there, and he will want you to pray to Me so he will be raised.  
 
It will be at least three years when he is raised. That’s the timing of meeting him there. 
We—referring to the Great I AM—will hold him in a suspended dealing. That will make it 
so he can tell you a proof that it really is that person who was badly burned in a car 
accident.  
 
He will say certain details that are not public knowledge, but you will share those details 
to bring glory to the Great King. You can see his face even at this moment. You remember 
him from the movies. And you remember his pretty boy looks and great smile. You will 
not see him in this way. He will be hard to look at, but he will still have his same way in 
speaking and will sound as if he, still, is living.  
 
He will hate you for leaving him there. He will be greatly tormented once the meeting is 
over. He will be clearly pointed out to Satan that he will one day be released to move out 
into the earth for Kingdom plunder. You must see it. This visit will bring greater torment 
to this man who will be raised. 
 
This man, when he is a raised way, he will take over the way Hollywood is moving. He 
will be a great Christian leader who you will train in spiritual dealings. You are already 
purposed to be his spiritual mother. He will live with you, with your family, while in the 
early training days.  
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His natural family will see the real plan you will bring into his full way, through nurture 
and a deep spiritual covering. This man is already being sought out in the Hell. It’s due 
to what We told you to speak into the earth.  
 
Satan’s servant came out of the Hell through the portal and stood in front of you while 
you read the message out loud. You were giving a real declaration, and Satan wanted to 
be ready for that hearing. You will do this work with Kingdom power, and there is nothing 
that can take this way of surging blue stream from your spirit.  
 
You are already being infiltrated. It will now start being released with a deeper push on 
Halloween. And one day will be here when you will know that the way you were will be 
erased, and the only way you will recall the way of old dealings is with your training that 
is written in these seeds you will plant: these books. 
 


